
Our Touchwood Design and Creative Team have 
been at it again, introducing to you a first for 
Touchwood – a Deluxe Bassinet.  While focusing 
on the new born stage, this is streets ahead from 
what is already out there in the market place.

Made from quality durable fabric, the Touchwood 
Deluxe Bassinet comes complete with a cot Deluxe Bassinet comes complete with a cot 
attachment timber frame, which helps it fit 
comfortably in a horizontal position in a Touchwood 
Cot.

With the increasing demand for ‘Mobile Bassinets’, our team 
went one step further by designing a Touchwood Changing table that 
will accommodate the new bassinet, making it fully movable.  That’s right; by purchasing our Touchwood 
ChangingChanging Table you then have the option of either using it as a mobile bassinet OR a changing table.  

Should you wish to use the changing table in its bassinet form, we purposely designed the middle shelf to 
be easily removable and it can act as a changing tray for you cot (refer to main image below).  That way 
you can change your baby’s diaper on your Touchwood cot.

Bassinet Product Information:

* The New Touchwood Deluxe Bassinet is sturdy and durable and is deep enough to stop a child from 
   falling out.

** The Mattress is luxurious and comfortable and fits snugly around all sides of the bassinet.

* A breathable mesh fabric was implemented to provide good ventilation throughout the bassinet.

* There are no finger entrapment hazards and all of the components are smooth, gently contoured and 
   finished with non-toxic paint, safe for your child.

* No footholds are present, avoiding a child from climbing out and lockable castors on the changing table 
   make the mobile bassinet easier to move around the home. 

* With ‘bed-sharing’ being highlighted as being a great danger to new-borns, we know that our mobile 
   bassinet would be ideal to have next to your bed.    bassinet would be ideal to have next to your bed. 

So, if peace of mind is important to you, choose a Touchwood. That way, not only will your baby be able 
to sleep better at night - but you will too.
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